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Infer evolution history and relationship among a set of species
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Infer evolution history and relationship among a set of species

Input: multi sequence 
alignment of studied species

   
     :  characters set
● {A,C,G,T} for DNA data
● {A,C,G,U} for RNA data
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Infer evolution history and relationship among a set of species

Output: phylogenetic trees
● Leaves labeled by 

studied species
● Two components:

○ Tree topology    z
○ Branch lengths  b
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Given observed sequences Y, infer the posterior distribution of weighted 
phylogenetic trees (z,b)

Bayesian phylogenetic inference

Posterior

PriorLikelihood

Marginal

Challenges:
● n species -> topology 

space size (2n-5)!! 
                   
● Discrete topology + 

continuous branch 
lengthsA pre-defined evolution model is employed to 

calculate likelihood and prior:

● Likelihood is calculated using Felsenstein’s algorithm



Bayesian phylogenetic inference: prior works
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MCMC based algorithms:

● Popular softwares
○ MrBayes (Ronquist et al. 2012)
○ RevBayes (Höhna et al. 2016)

● Limited scalability to high dimensional 
distribution with multiple  distanced modes.
○ n species -> (2n-5)!! tree topologies



Variational Inference algorithms:

● VBPI (Zhang et al. 2018), VBPI-NF (Zhang 2020), VBPI-GNN (Zhang 2023)
○ Limited tree topology sampling Space

Bayesian phylogenetic inference: prior works

Zhang 2023



Variational Inference algorithms:

● VaiPhy (koptagel et al., 2022), GeoPhy (Mimori & Hamada, 2023)
○ Underperformance in marginal log likelihood (MLL) estimation

 

Bayesian phylogenetic inference: prior works

koptagel et al., 2022Mimori & Hamada, 2023



Generative flow network (GFlowNet)

GFlowNet constructs object             through a 
sequence of incremental actions based on a 
stochastic policy.

Construction procedures modeled by MPD
- Initial state 
- Terminal states 
- Trajectory from       to x represent a 

construction sequence of x.
 
Given a reward function                        GFlowNet 
learns a policy such that sampling probability 

Image credit: Emmanuel bengio blog post  “Flow Network based Generative 
Models for Non-Iterative Diverse Candidate Generation”
https://folinoid.com/w/gflownet/
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Reward function: 
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PhyloGFN: phylogenetic trees construction

Sequential construction: 
● Initialize with the set of sequences as a 

forest of rooted trees
● Iteratively joining pair of trees until a full 

tree is constructed.
● Remove root node at the end if we infer 

unrooted trees

Two steps action:
● Choose a pair of trees to join
● Generate branch lengths on new edges



PhyloGFN:  Forward policy model

Transformer based architecture
- order-equivariant model

For an n trees state, generate probability 
logits for         pairs of trees             

Branch lengths modeling:
- Discrete: multinomial distribution of 

fixed bin size 
- Continuous: mixture of log-normal 

distributions



PhyloGFN - Training 

Trajectory balance loss with uniform backward policy (Malkin et al. 2022)

Exploration strategies:
- Eps-Greedy 
- Temperature annealing
- Replay buffer storing best trees seen



Evaluation - Dataset



Evaluation - Bayesian inference

For bayesian inference, performance is evaluated with estimated marginal log 
likelihood (MLL) lower bound 

Methods in comparison:

- MCMC based algorithm: MrBayes SS   ( Xie et al., 2011, Ronquist et al., 2012)
- VI algorithm

- VBPI-GNN (Zhang, 2023)
- VaiPhy       (koptagel et al., 2022)
- GeoPhy     (Mimori & Hamada, 2023) 
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Evaluation - Bayesian inference running time

Running time:
● Reported results take 3-7 days
● Achieves similar performance with24% training data (<2 days for all 

datasets)
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